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General comments

The paper addresses the subjective nature of avalanche hazard ratings by exploring
a large dataset of hazard ratings and field observations. Since hazard ratings are
defined by subjective terms, this study presents a unique approach to quantifying some
of these terms. This could improve the consistency of hazard assessments and risk
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communication, which is an important contribution. The scientific methods applied in
the paper are rigorous, and the conclusions drawn from the results are appropriate and
interesting.

My main comment is the key results of the study could be more clearly communicated
and emphasized. I found there were some additional data and results that distracted
from the key messages, and as a result I needed to read certain sections twice to prop-
erly understand the relevance. I think this could be easily addressed by restructuring
and shortening some sections. My other main comment is I think more discussion
about the application of the results (e.g. improved forecasting methods, danger rating
definitions) would make the contributions clearer to the reader.

Specific comments

• Relevance of additional data sets: The key conclusions of the study appear
to come from the Swiss Rutschblock test and avalanche data, however while
reading the results there are numerous references to patterns between the
Swiss/Norwegian and RB/ECT data. I found this distracting from the main re-
search question about the contributing factors to danger ratings. I would consider
restructuring some of the sections so the main research question is addressed
first, and then perhaps distinct sub-sections discussing how the core results dif-
fer between SWI/NOR and between RB/ECT results. There are also quite a few
Appendix figures with these additional data sets which disrupts the flow while
reading the results.

• Applications/next steps: I found the discussion focused too much on the limi-
tations of the study rather than focusing on an in-depth discussion of how the
results relate to the main research question. I would suggest shortening the lim-
itations and adding more discussion about how these results could be applied
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to improve danger ratings. Linkages to existing hazard assessment frameworks
(e.g. ADAM, CMAH) are discussed, but I would have found it interesting to read
more about how the results could improve or unify the existing frameworks. For
example, the stability matrix in Fig. 6 has many parallels with the likelihood matrix
from the CMAH (Statham et al. 2018, Fig. 2), the Bavarian matrix, and ADAM.
While these are discussed, I think the strong quantitative data in this study are
well positioned to make an informed critique on existing methods and more sug-
gestions for future directions.

• Applying stability distributions: While the bootstrap sampling method is appropri-
ate to derive stability distributions and define classes, it is somewhat theoretical
and not clear how the derived classes could be applied in practice. Can these
distributions help us understand more about stability conditions for a given hazard
level? For example, from Fig. 3 could we assume that roughly 17% of slopes are
unstable at 3-Considerable and 38% of slopes are unstable at stable at 4-High?
I understand the challenges with making that inference, however, I wonder if the
numeric nature of the study could help give some additional meaning to terms
like few, several, and many. And although the theoretical meaning of these terms
are clearly defined, how can forecasters actually assess whether the frequency
of unstable locations is few/several/many?

• Methods: The beginning of each sub-section could use a bit more context about
how that step is relevant to exploring the link between danger ratings and a con-
tributing factor.

• Figures: The figures are clear, legible, and support the main messages of the
study well.
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Technical comments

• p1 line 7: Although less precise, saying “frequency of unstable locations” may be
simpler to understand when reading the abstract only

• p1 line 13-14: Consider adding “simulated stability distributions” (the snowpack
distribution isn’t simulated)

• p2 line7: Preferable to use consistent terminology from the list of key factors, i.e.
“probability of avalanche release” instead of “release (or triggering) probability”

• p2 line 13: Similar to above, starting the paragraph by repeating the term “fre-
quency and location of triggering spots” would make it clearer the paragraph ties
back to the list of key factors

• p2 line 23: missing citation

• p2 line 24: According to the CMAH spatial distribution also considers spatial
density. Statham et al. 2018: “Spatial distribution considers the spatial density
and distribution of an avalanche problem and the ease of finding evidence to
support or refute its presence.”

• Table 1: The “data from” column heading isn’t clear if the data is from just a single
season or all seasons up to 2018/19 (as explained in footnote). Consider a more
precise heading or list season ranges in the table (e.g. 2002-2019)

• p4 line 2-4: These two sentences aren’t necessary, as they are discussed below.

• p6 line 4-5: Please be consistent with order of reporting SWI and NOR data, in
this sentence NOR is described first.
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• p6 line 8: It would be helpful to start this section by explicitly explaining the pur-
pose of this step is to relate the snowpack test data to one of the explanatory
factors in the study (i.e. probability of avalanche release)

• p6 lines 19-26: This is an example of how the addition of ECT data confuses the
reader and distracts from the main point.

• p7 line 2: It would be helpful to start this section by explicitly explaining purpose
of this step to relate the snowpack test data to one of the explanatory factors in
the study (i.e. frequency of triggering spots)

• Sect 3.2: This explanation of the bootstrapping method (and the accompanying
Fig. 2) are very clear, concise, and effective!

• p7 line 15: What effect does an equal number of samples for each rating have
considering there are likely a higher proportion of days with ratings of 2 and 3.
The sample of 10,000 will likely have a skewed number of unstable tests from
high danger days. Does this impact the interpretation of the results?

• p9 line 28: Slightly confusing, perhaps add “. . . distribution of observed data for
all days at a given danger level represent. . .”

• p10 line 1: Consider different verb than “complemented”

• Sect. 4.1.2: This section has many references to appendix figures, which disrupts
the flow because the reader is compelled to flip back and forth to the appendix.
The confusion could be reduced by introducing Fig. 4 earlier, which clearly shows
the most relevant results, then followed by more discussion about the sensitivities
to sample size, etc that reference the appendix figures.

• p12 line 10: Are these proportions discussed later? They seem meaningful for
interpreting stability test results (e.g. even dangerous days have relatively few
sites with very poor stability).
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• p14 lines 2-9: This is an example of where the comparison between countries
seems like a secondary discussion point compared to reporting the main patterns
between avalanche size and danger.

• p15 line 9: In this list the percentages reported in brackets could be misinter-
preted as proportion of locations with very poor stability. Perhaps the first re-
ported percentage could explain what the percentage means, e.g. “(53% of sam-
ple)”.

• Fig. 6-8: Good use of figures with a consistent layout showing the lookup table
and the supporting data. The idea that Fig 7 and 8 have the exact same ma-
trix structure as Fig 6 wasn’t fully clear on the first read, so could perhaps be
explained more explicitly in the text.

• p20 line 17: “while observations of natural or artificial. . .”

• p20 line 27: Captured “slope stability” or “regional danger”?

• Sect 5.3.1: Another consideration when comparing with existing methods is the
CMAH assesses the frequency of trigger spots for each avalanche problem rather
than snowpack as a whole as done in the EAWS matrix. This may make it eas-
ier to answer questions about the frequency of unstable locations for a specific
problem type, but could make it more difficult when combining avalanche prob-
lems into an overall danger rating. Just an additional thing to consider when
discussing how we can better assess the spatial frequency of instabilities.

• p24 lines 5-9: An updated citation with more comprehensive analysis is Clark
(2019), where the influence of many factors on danger ratings are explored (size,
likelihood, problem type, region, vegetation band, etc.). The importance of “likeli-
hood” in Clark (2019) still agrees with the main findings in this study.
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